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Reporter: ©) with evidence in the Shirhen Sirhan murder case “has 
: led to much speculation. The focus of the investigation by 

the D.A.'s office is on those who may have viewed certain. xm 
evidence without the required court order. 

At first KNAT News was ‘rebuffed. in it! s efforts to Learn the 
identity of those who had access to exhibits in the County | 
Clerk's office, put a ruling by the California Supreme. Court 
enabled us to look at those records, In this copywritted 
report Big News. reporter Howard Gingold: tells what. the clerk's 
record shows . Howard? 

Howard. Gingold: *Jim, inquires by KuXT news. have disclosed these 
facts A number of persons viewed physical evidence from the 

: Sirhan trial ~ some in apparent violation of a court order 
restricting access to trial exhibits, Physical evidence such 
as the death weapon, the fatal pullets and others used for test 
firing maybe so contaminated by mishandling At would be useless 
in future court proceedings « | 

Administrative practices have been so slipshod that it's now | 
hard to say exactly how many persons actually examined the 
evidence and who they are... As a result of such prectices oy 

couvled with proceedures used by a police crime expert and perhaps 

other court officers too, it is possible that other convictions 
besides Sirhan's may be challenged, 

That includes the murder conviction of former deupty district | 
attorney Jack Kirschke ~ now. serving a life sentence for killing 

his wife and her lover in. 1966. oo 

‘AIL this comes to Light after KNXT's ais sclosure a week ago, that 
officials were investigating the bos sibility that evidence in 

the Sirhan case had been altered, oe 

Since then County Clerk Willie an sharp, who's office maintains +) 

trial, evidence had denied suggestions that xed  irrigulatzene © 

were permitted. Co TRS 
4 

And the Sucerior Court. Judge clemped a restriction on % 
clerk's edministrative records prohibiting out wsidera from Learn- 

ing who Had access to the Sirhan trial exhibits, : 

After KNX™ received assistance Pfom the California Suprene 
Court, the lower court order Was modified, and this reporter 

gained access to the clerx's records, Those records include 

exhibit inventory lists and forms indicating ywno Was permitted 
to look at those exhibits, They also include the original 

' order by Superior Judge Herbert Nalker restricting access to . 
certain hard-core evidence without the courts express permission.
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Such evidence as the gun - a 22 cal, Iver-Johnson revolver, and 
a number of bullets, some removed from the HxXk victums, others 
used for ballistic testing. 

There appears little doubt that Judge W alker' s order was violated 
in some way. | 

Among those allowed £0 view the ex nibite was Theodore Cherack, 
a free lance journalist who claims that crucial evidence and — 
testimony have been suroressed. Cherach believes there was 
more then one gunman involved in Robert Kennedy's assassination 

and has prousht suit to force disclosure of “certain evidence. 

Cherach mede seven visits to the clerk! s office in 1969 and ‘70, 
but it “eS rot clear what exhibits he actua hy inspected. 

ey 

Some forms have a juhble of exhibit numbers Listed - some have 
no ex chibit notations at all. , 

The file contains no indicat ion that Cherach had the court's 
permission to view restricted evidence, —_ 

It is underst tood, however, thet he was authorized to check the 

evidence by Six rhan! Ss attorneys of record, George Shibbling and : 
Luke MeKissack, 

Judge Walker's original order made no ‘provision POY BALLSTiicys 
of record to SUtHOPLZe an nyone else to. view the evidence, - 

Another who viewed the evidence under “the. authority of Attorney 
Shibbling and MeKissack was William Harper, a Griminalist who 
has exchanged information. with Cherach. , 

Harper made 9 vis S | He examine’ the gun and bullets on a table 
in the clerk's office ! : . | (4). 

Harpe oa told KNAT Hows he handled the evidence in the course of 
the examinetion.. But he also said the gun and bullets had not. 
been sealed in plastic containers as Judge Walker nad instructed. 
They were in plain paper envelopes, 
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Harper says he does not know if the evidence has been> contaninate a 
but as a crime expert he has strong peservations about the way 
it was he andl ed. oO, . 

To preserve the intesredy.of such evidence, Haroer says, 4% should 
be wrapped end stored in such a way that it cannot gone. in 
abra, Sive contact with other objects. 

‘yet, he Says, the Sirhan bullets were thrown together in 
envelopes, usually Without protect Ave wrevping. 

A pullet Ey . fracnent- ror Kennedy's. nad hed been wranped 1 
he Lm : ra) : + . Js - to, ” 

pauze but enother. takea from his neck was loose in the sane. 

envelope, — Se
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Three - bullets and two empty shell casings were nixed loosly 3 an another envelope, And another bullet was loose in a glass vile. With nothing to Sepa rate it from the hard Sides of the _ container, : 

The clerk! Ss records show that a total of 15 persons examined Sirhan's trial evidence, but those records are so vague it is hardly possible to say for sure what evidence Was exa anined end. by whon. 

Regarding + he Jack Kirsenke case, the records indicate that only one person ever asked to examine the évidence from that .. tPlale A state criminal investigator who looked at either a | diagram or a color picture, 7 : 
OA clerk! g aide. cont fessed (that) At. Seems” odd that only- one person _ Would be interested in exhibits from so celebrated a case, A fact that may point to Gericiencies in the clerical records, 

nr 

But. Kirschice evidence Was handled. in the same manner - if Kirschke evidence was handled in the Same manner as the Airhan evidence graver imolications arise, (2) 

Kirschire Wes convicted of killing his victuns with & gun that Was never found, There were no witnesses, The most Cersteatk (ermcecral evidence was testimony fron police ballistic. expert petayne _Wolfer, who's methods have now been quest tioned, 

_ if indoed the Kirschke bullets have been contami. _ “inpossible to test the accuracy of Wolfer' S find _ ‘fore the validity of. bis methods, z 
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4 bs] | f Wolfer methods are discreditea At may open the way for _ sesSnamrat iamniaasiaeatenrere eet aes iukMRE defense TRAD MUNK sD BAZUSAYS att orneys to challa ange his finds in literally scores of + cages in which ne was a key witness, 

It's a possibility that the District sash Attorney" s office may be facing with a good deal of concern, - And the ‘Big News continues... SU 

END REPORT 

Fry qa). . . ae - It is my understanding that Herver also photorravhed these pullets end made comparison enlarements of then that show that two of these hullets came from different guns. This evidence is in a one hour Tilim by Charach and shown to newsmen lest week (July 4- “10) an New — York and Yashin Stone oo, oo : : 

-FTN (2). 
A news story of Friday, March 14, 1969 in the Los Angeles: "ines, headline “Vanesa reveel Sirhan HS animated after arrest,” had tune following: 0. a oe a a _ “The prosecution in the -murde. -ase. against ‘Girha an Bishare. Sirhan continued Thursday to pla ay recordings of the first en- counte rs between Sirhan and poiice..,.% Be



eput by. “3:15°a.m, three hours after thé shooting, Sirhan was. _ 
engaging in earnest discussions and humorous banter with 
officers -- still without revealing any thing about the’ shooting 

“or even his name," . . 

Ate waxed chatty, however, about other. matters and discussed © 
°° with Dep.’ District Attormey dohn E, Howard, now one of his 
prosecutors, ‘the Jack Kirschke murder case..." | 
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